Predictors for cognitive decline in patients with confluent white matter hyperintensities.
Although patients harboring confluent white matter hyperintensities (WMH) are at high risk of cognitive decline, this risk varies among individuals. We investigated the predictors for cognitive decline in stroke patients with confluent WMH. We followed up 100 stroke patients with confluent WMH who were participants of the VITAmins TO Prevent Stroke study for 2 years. We investigated the association between clinical features, apolipoprotein E status, imaging measures (infarcts, microbleeds, volumes of WMH, cortical gray matter [cGM], lateral ventricles, and hippocampi), and B vitamins with changes in cognitive measures (clinical dementia rating scale, Mini-Mental State Examination, Mattis dementia rating scale--initiation/perseveration subscale). We performed Pittsburgh compound B imaging among dementia converters. Multivariate regression analysis showed that increase in clinical dementia rating scale grade was associated with cGM atrophy, absence of hyperlipidemia, and lower diastolic blood pressure at baseline. cGM atrophy and absence of hyperlipidemia were also associated with deterioration in Mini-Mental State Examination and Mattis dementia rating scale--initiation/perseveration subscale scores. Pittsburgh compound B retention typical of Alzheimer's disease was found only in 10% of dementia converters. Incident stroke and B vitamins were not associated with cognitive decline. Among stroke patients with confluent WMH, cGM atrophy and absence of hyperlipidemia are important predictors for cognitive decline. Significant cognitive decline can occur in the absence of incident stroke or Alzheimer's pathology.